Abstract. Time granularity constraint reasoning is likely to have a relevant role in emerging applications like GIS, time management in the Web and Personal Information Management applications for mobile systems. This paper reports recent advances in the development of a system for solving temporal constraint satisfaction problems where distance constraints are specified in terms of arbitrary time granularities.
Introduction
When variables in a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) are used to represent event occurrences and constraints to represent their temporal relations, a CSP is called temporal CSP or TCSP. Scheduling, planning, diagnosis, natural language understanding, and even temporal databases are examples of areas where temporal CSP's have been applied.
In some cases, a temporal CSP can be formulated in terms of qualitative temporal relations between events, like "event1 must occur before event2" or "event1 must occur immediately after event2", while in other cases quantitative temporal relations are necessary, like "event2 must occur at least 1 time unit and at most 5 time units after event1". The many formalisms and algorithms proposed in the literature for TCSP have essentially ignored the subtleties involved in the presence of multiple time units (granularities) in the temporal constraints. Examples of simple constraints specified in terms of a time granularity are the following: "package shipment must occur the next business day after check clearance" and "package delivery should occur during working hours". We believe that time granularity constraint reasoning is likely to have a relevant role in emerging applications like GIS, time management in the Web and Personal Information Management applications for mobile systems.
In the last years we have been investigating the concept of time granularity and multi-granularity TCSP, focusing on GSTP, the extension of STP [7] to multiple and arbitrary granularities. Technically, in a GSTP, binary constraints have the form Y −X ∈ [m, n] G, where m and n are the minimum and maximum values of the distance between X and Y in terms of time granularity G. Variables take values in the positive integers, and unary constraints can be applied on their domains.
system that can directly handle a GSTP problem. Related ideas can be found in [9] , where authors note that AC-3 can be generalized to deal with intensionally described domains and constraints, provided that the domain restriction operation, usually contained in the revise procedure of AC-3, can be performed on the intensional descriptions. Indeed, the AC-G algorithm proposed in our paper can be considered an extension of the AC-3 algorithm to deal with possibly infinite (but periodic) domains and with binary temporal constraints in terms of multiple periodic granularities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section we briefly present the architecture of the GSTP system, and describe two of the three components, the Web Service and a client graphical interface. In Section 3 we present the third component, the constraint solver, illustrating the main algorithm and some recent enhancements. In Section 4 we briefly discuss implementation issues and experimental results, and in Section 5 we conclude the paper.
2 The GSTP Architecture Figure 1 shows the general architecture of the GSTP system. There are three main modules: the constraint solver, the web service, which enables external access to the solver, and a web service client user interface that can be used locally or remotely to design and analyze constraint networks. All data, including time granularity definitions, constraint network specification, algorithm parameters and processing requests are encoded in XML following specific XML schemas. The GSTP Constraint Solver is clearly the most complex and innovative component, and the one which required the most implementation efforts; It is described separately in Section 3. Here we give a brief introduction to the main functionalities of the Web Service and of the Client Interface.
The GSTP Web Service
The Web Service defines, through a WSDL specification, the parameters that can be passed to the constraint solver, including the XML schema for the constraint network specification. The service is exposed to the public web, and despite we provide a specific client application, it can be invoked by different clients or web applications. Therefore, in principle, our service can be easily integrated in any third party software which requires GSTP processing.
The web service application performs three tasks: first of all it validates the parameters by checking if the XML is valid with respect to the XML schema and if the names of the granularities used are already defined. Then it invokes the solver and finally it passes back the results in XML format.
A single service is currently supported even if a number of parameters can be used to specify different versions of the constraint solver algorithms. It is possible, for example, to give up completeness by selecting a variant of the main algorithm in order to have much lower response time, or to use the complete version and possibly set time-out values different from the default ones.
The GSTP Client
The main goal of the client interface, in addition to remotely interact with the constraint solver through the web service, is to facilitate two tasks: i) the specification and editing of input networks, and ii) the analysis of processed networks.
For the former task, the GSTP Client supports the user by providing standard functionalities like adding, editing and removing nodes or edges. Networks can also be saved and browsed in XML format.
For the latter, more specialised tools have been developed. In fact the result of the GSTP Constraint Solver is a fully connected network having each arc possibly labeled by one constraint for each of the granularities appearing in the input network. It is clear that is practically infeasible to graphically show all this information in a single screenshot in a way that is still useful to the user. Therefore some functionalities have been introduced: first of all zooming and scrolling features allow to examine large networks, while nodes can be automatically disposed in order not to overlap with each other or to preserve the position they had in the input network. Moreover it is possible to selectively hide and show information from the network: in particular it is possible to have views of the network in terms of specific single or set of time granularities. Figure 2 shows the GSTP Client interface showing the result of a GSTP constraint solver computation. The nodes are disposed as they were in the input network, and the only edges that are shown are the ones that were explicit in Fig. 2 . The view of a processed network in terms of a specific time granularity the input network. All the constraints are hidden except those in terms of the granularity bhday (the business hour day, i.e., the working hours during the business days).
A specific functionality has been introduced in order to show a network solution if the networked is found to be consistent (see Figure 3 ). 
The Constraint Solver
The algorithmic task of the constraint solver is to decide the consistency of a set of granularity constraints, to find a solution if one exists, and to restrict the constraints as much as possible while preserving the same set of solutions. Standard algorithms to solve TCSP cannot be easily adapted to GSTP. In order to understand the exact semantics of these networks we first report a few basic notions and then describe our strategy for constraint solving.
Basic notions
For lack of space we define informally time granularities referring the interested reader to [3] for formal definitions. A granularity is intuitively seen as a particular grouping of instants from a time domain. Each group is called a granule. In most application domains we can find a bottom granularity, with the property of being sufficiently fine grained so that no further refinement is needed to represent data in the application domain, and that all other granularities can be represented as groupings of granules of this one. For example, if day is the bottom granularity, week can be defined by grouping 7 days. More complex groupings are needed to represent month, academic-semester, or business-week, but they can all be represented by a periodic expression whose primitive elements are the granules of the bottom granularity. For practical reasons, we index granules with positive integers, so that periodic expressions are in terms of positive integers and algebraic operations can be quite easily defined on granularities. As we will seen in the following, the domains of variables in our constraint networks are indeed indexes of granules of the bottom granularity, and hence, a network solution is the assignment of a specific granule to each variable.
In the following, the function t 1 G denotes the index of the granule of granularity G containing the granule of the bottom granularity indexed by t 1 . For example, 32 month = 2, i.e., the day indexed by 32 falls in the month indexed by 2, if we assume that the bottom granularity is day, the first day is January 1st and the 1st month is January. Analogously, the function j G denotes the set of indexes of granules of the bottom granularity contained in the j-th granule of G. Definition 1. Let m, n ∈ Z ∪ {−∞, +∞} with m ≤ n and G a granularity. Then [m, n] G, called a temporal constraint with granularity (TCG), is the binary relation on positive integers defined as follows: For positive integers t 1 and t 2 ,
Intuitively, for instants t 1 and t 2 of granules of the bottom granularity, if t 1 and t 2 are the indexes of the granules of G containing t 1 and t 2 , respectively (i.e., t 1 = t 1 G and t 2 = t 2 G ), t 1 and t 2 satisfy [m, n] G if the difference of t 2 and t 1 is between m and n (inclusively). That is, the instants t 1 and t 2 are first translated in terms of G, and then the difference is taken. If the difference is at least m and at most n, then the pair of instants is said to satisfy the constraint. For example, if day is the bottom granularity and t 1 and t 2 denote two specific days, the pair (t 1
Definition 2.
A constraint network (with granularities) is a directed graph (W, A, Γ, Dom), where W is a finite set of variables, A ⊆ W × W a set of arcs, Γ is a mapping from A to the finite sets of temporal constraints with granularities, and Dom is a mapping from W to possibly bounded periodical subsets of the positive integers (indexes of the bottom granularity).
Note that in these networks multiple constraints (in terms of different time granularities) can be associated with the same arc. From the results in [3] , where temporal constraints with granularities were first defined, it follows that, even if constraints on the domains are excluded, and a single TCG is associated with each arc, the consistency problem is NP-hard when arbitrary periodic granularities are allowed, while the corresponding single-granularity problem is in PTIME [7] . Constraint satisfaction in GSTP is based on the implementation and optimization of algorithms presented in recent papers. An extension to standard path-consistency based on approximate conversions among constraints with granularities has been proposed in [3] . However, the algorithm was shown to be incomplete with respect to consistency. A sound and complete consistency algorithm, called AC-G (Arc-Consistency with Granularities), has been recently proposed in [5] . On the other side, this algorithm does not directly help in the refinement of constraints and it can greatly benefit from using the previous algorithm as a preprocessing step.
Our strategy to solve a GSTP
Hence, the solution adopted for the GSTP constraint solver is shown in Fig. 4 . In step 1, the original network is decomposed in as many networks as are the granularities appearing in the constraints; each network has the explicit constraints given in terms of one granularity as well as constraints in the same granularity obtained by conversion from others on the same arc, but in terms of different granularities. Then, standard path consistency is applied to each network; networks are remerged in a single one and if any refinement occurred a new conversion step followed by path consistency is performed, until a fix-point is reached. The resulting network most likely has refined constraints with respect to the original one. Any inconsistency captured by this processing has the effect of terminating the constraint solver reporting the inconsistency status. However, if this is not the case, the network may still be inconsistent and it will go through AC-G (step 2) which is guaranteed to detect an inconsistency if one exists and was not detected by the previous step. From the node domains returned by AC-G, it is possible to further refine some of the constraints (the function doing this job in step 3 is called RefineArcsFromNodes()). The steps are repeated, since path consistency applied to the refined constraints may lead to some changes. Correctness and termination have been proved.
Conversion is not a trivial task. A simple example has been given in the introduction considering the conversion of the constraint [1, 1] b-day in terms of hours. Since, in general, it is not possible to replace a TCG with an equivalent one in terms of a different granularity, our goal is to find a TCG which is the tightest among those in terms of the new granularity that are implied by the network for the same arc.
2 With respect to previously published algorithms for granularity constraint conversion [3] , in the current implementation of GSTP, we use a new algorithm described in [4] that has been proved to derive the tightest converted constraints, and indeed leads to a more effective preprocessing for the constraint solver.
The AC-G algorithm
The most challenging part of the system is perhaps the implementation of is algorithm, called AC-G. It is based on arc-consistency, and it is essentially an extension of the AC-3 algorithm [8] to deal with possibly infinite (but periodic) domains and with constraints in terms of multiple periodic granularities. This extension is not trivial since it involves the algebraic manipulation of the mathematical characterization of granularities. AC-G also derives the minimal solution for the constraint network.
AC-G is in general exponential in the number of granularities involved in the network, but can be considered to take polynomial time when the time granularities in the constraints are known by the system on which the algorithm is run (i.e., the description of granularities is not given as part of the CSP). Note that most practical applications can satisfy this condition.
A sketch of the AC-G algorithm is reported in Figure 5 . Without loss of generality, we assume that for each TCG [m, n] G on arc (X l , X k ), the TCG Step 1 Replace S with its intersection with G. If empty, return the empty set.
Step 2 (Any bound on S and G is ignored here and in Step 3) For each interval [ai, bi] in the resulting representation of S Do:
Step 4 (G is the output set, with bounds as computed in Step 4). Endif.
Step 4 (G is the output set, with bounds as computed in Step 4). EndDo Otherwise insert [Loi, U pi] in the list. Endif. EndDo
Step 3 The period representation of the output set is derived from the one of G by excluding each granule G(j) such that there is no K ∈ Z and no i for which
where R is the number of granules of G in each period, Lo1 is the first value derived in Step 2 and [Loi, U pi] is the i-th pair of bounds in the list computed in Step 2.
Step 4 The global bounds of the output set are:
, and U p = min(max t last G + n G , max u G ), where t f irst , t last are the first and last values in the set S from Step 1, and l, u are the indexes of the first and last granule of G. While the AC-G algorithm is exactly the one presented in [5] , in Figure 6 we present a variant of the procedure to compute that has lead to significant performance improvements in the implementation of the constraint solver. 4 Very briefly, in Step 1 the indexes of the starting node which denote granules not included in granules of the constraint granularity are excluded (they could not contribute to the result). In Step 2 we determine for each interval of indexes of the starting node the corresponding interval in the ending node by shifting the interval extremes of the minimum and maximum distances specified in the constraint. The optimization we introduce with respect to [5] is that as soon as one of these resulting intervals covers a span of granules greater than the period we stop the procedure (except for computing global bounds in Step 4). Indeed, since we know that the result is periodic with period P , an interval greater than P implies that the result is G itself, possibly limited by new bounds.
Step 3 is executed only when none of the intervals resulting from Step 2 is larger than P . In this case the period characterization of the resulting set is obtained by dropping some granules of G accordingly to the intervals derived in Step 2.
The correctness proof can be trivially reduced to the one provided in [5] .
Implementation and Experimental Results
In this section we provide some information about the technologies used to implement the GSTP service and report some experimental results.
Technologies and Optimizations
The Web Service has been implemented in Java using the "Apache Axis" development framework, and Tomcat as the application server. SOAP over HTTP is used to transmit and receive requests. The service is currently active on a publicly accessible server. Java is also the choice for the web service client interface, mostly because of platform independency. It has been tested on recent versions of the Linux and Windows operating systems. On the contrary, the constraint solver has been entirely implemented in ANSI C 99 using the gcc compiler and the libxml2 libraries for parsing XML input. The choice was clearly dictated by the efficiency of the resulting code with respect to other choices. Regarding optimizations, we worked in particular on the efficient use of memory, devising appropriate data structures and a cache mechanism for granularity internal representation. The cache is initialized after parsing the input constraint network. It is implemented through a hash table having as key the granularity name. Another optimization worth mentioning is a particular ordering of the list Q of arcs to be considered by the AC-G algorithm. The ordering is based on the computation of the least common multiple among the period of the granularity in the constraint and the periods of the periodical sets for the domains of starting and ending nodes. Arcs with lower values are processed first. This strategy has significantly reduced the processing time.
Testing and Experimental Results
The constraint solver code has been totally rewritten from its first implementation and extensive testing has been done. We used a random network generation function to obtain a large number of networks with different characteristics. A problem with automatic generation has been the high rate of inconsistent networks, but we have gradually refined our benchmark set by eliminating some of these networks, and introducing a set of networks specifically devised to test certain properties of the algorithms.
The overall benchmark set has been used both for performance tests and for automatic regression tests in order to evaluate the correctness of different versions of the implementation. Considered networks have up to 100 nodes with range of values in constraints up to 10 8 and a varying number of granularities arbitrarily taken from a set of 10 different ones.
The basic observations are the following: i) Processing time really depends on the subset of granularities appearing in the constraints. When the least common multiple of their periods is large, the size of the network is essentially irrelevant.
ii) The number of iterations of Conversion and Path Consistency in the first step of the algorithm (Figure 4 ) is very low (never above 6 in our experiments).
iii) The number of iterations of the three steps of the algorithm (Figure 4 ) is very low (never above 3 in our experiments). Note that if the network is inconsistent, it is always detected at the first iteration, either by Conversion and Path Consistency or by the first run of AC-G.
These results are significant to us since the current theoretical bounds on the number of iterations depends on the range of values in the constraints. On one side they show that the algorithms can be effective in practice, while on the other side they indicate that a much better theoretical characterization of the bounds on iterations can probably be obtained.
Conclusions
In this paper we presented the GSTP system, a web service to solve TCSP expressed in terms of multiple time granularities. It is to our knowledge the only implementation of a complete algorithm for consistency checking of these networks. We are currently working in two directions. On one side we are still working at the optimization of reasoning algorithms, while on the other side we are enhancing the web service XML-based architecture to provide easy access to the algorithms by external applications, and to facilitate the specification of user-defined time granularities to be used in GSTP.
